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NV 750s

NVD 750s

NTD 750c

With Numatic Specialised the choice is clear with a range of bespoke products aimed at Dry Pick up Workshop Utility Applications.
Each model is supplied with a full accessory kit and is suitable for a multitude of cleaning applications.

Numatic NV750s Workshop Utility Vacuum
Designed exclusively for use in workshop applications, the NV750s is
the ideal cleaning companion for the hobbyist or light industrial
applications. The vacuum is powered by a single 1200 watt motor
giving more than enough power to tackle most cleaning tasks.
Being manufactured in metal the vacuum gives a retro appearance,
further enhanced by the fitted fully mobile chassis. Utilising a
universal 32‐51mm cyclonic entry, the vacuum can be used with a
multitude of accessories available separately, however is supplied
with a 2.5mtr 51mm hose and gulper tool as standard.
As with all Specialised Products the set up also includes a packet of
HEPA‐FLO disposable dust bags making each vacuum suitable for use
straight from the box.

The NV 750s carries the latest in technical compliance approvals, aimed at Workshop Utility Applications and forms part of a new range of
improved products introduced by Numatic Specialised.

NV750s Technical Specification
Regulatory Compliance
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC
EMC Directive 2014/30/EU
RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU
IEC 60335‐1:2010
IEC 60335‐2‐2:2009
IEC 60335‐2‐69:2002 + A1:2004 + A2:2007
EN 55014‐1:2001 + A1:2001, + A2:2002
EN55014‐2:1997 + A1:2001 (Cat II)
EN 50366:66:2003 + A1:2006

Features Include
10mtr Plugged Cable System
Powerful 1200 Watt Thru‐Flo Motor
All Metal Construction
Fully Mobile Chassis
51mm Cyclonic Entry
35 litre Waste Capacity
Permatex Filter Set
HEPA‐FLO Dust Bags (1 x packet included)
Accessory Package
Two Year Vacuum Warranty

Selling Points; Large Capacity, Small Footprint, Universal 51mm Cyclonic Entry
With Numatic Specialised you get more than just a vacuum cleaner. Our products are custom manufactured in our own bespoke
workshops giving a unique build quality, while encompassing the traditional standard Numatic design. The products you buy from us are
generally available ex stock and ready for immediate dispatch straight from our warehouse holding area.

Numatic NVD 750s Workshop Utility Vacuum
The bigger brother to our ever popular NV750s, the NVD750s is by far
the most powerful medium sized utility vacuum available today. The
vacuum incorporates two 1200w Twin‐Flo motors delivering
outstanding performance when in use and can operate using hose
sizes ranging from 32mm‐100mm, utilising the on‐board 100mm
cyclonic inlet with reducer end cap.
The vacuum design is manufactured in metal with a 35litre capacity,
built to last and even comes with a fully mobile chassis, making it
fully manoeuvrable when in use. With a full accessory kit supplied
the vacuum is raring to go, no matter what the job at hand.

The NVD 750s carries the latest in technical compliance approvals, aimed at Workshop Utility Applications and forms part of a new range
of improved products introduced by Numatic Specialised.

NV750s Technical Specification
Regulatory Compliance
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC
EMC Directive 2014/30/EU
RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU

IEC 60335‐1:2010
IEC 60335‐2‐2:2009
IEC 60335‐2‐69:2002 + A1:2004 + A2:2007
EN 55014‐1:2001 + A1:2001, + A2:2002
EN55014‐2:1997 + A1:2001 (Cat II)
EN 50366:66:2003 + A1:2006

Features Include
10mtr Plugged Cable System
Powerful 2400 Watt Twin Motor Output
All Metal Construction
Fully Mobile Chassis
100mm Cyclonic Entry
10mm‐51mm End Cap Reducer
35 litre Waste Capacity
Permatex Filter Set
HEPA‐FLO Dust Bags (1 x packet included)
Accessory Package
Two Year Vacuum Warranty

Selling Points; Large Capacity, Small Footprint, Universal 100mm Cyclonic Entry
With Numatic Specialised you get more than just a vacuum cleaner. Our products are custom manufactured in our own bespoke
workshops giving a unique build quality, while encompassing the traditional standard Numatic design. The products you buy from us are
generally available ex stock and ready for immediate dispatch straight from our warehouse holding area.

Numatic NTD 750m Microfilter Vacuum
When looking for a higher level of filtration, the NTD 750m comes complete with a
HEPA filtration module giving increased performance in dusty environments.
When used with HEPA‐FLO dust bags and the supplied primary filter, expected filtration
levels increase to 99.998% at 0.5 micron. Utilising a twin motored power head fitted with
by‐pass motors the vacuum provides more than enough power for most applications.
The metal design of the vacuum gives an industrial retro appearance giving an overall
capacity of 35 litres, utilising our NVM 4BH dust collection bags, promoting a dust free
atmosphere when removing/refitting the bags.
Mobility is also an important factor, something taken care of, incorporating a fully mobile
chassis as standard and a full kit BA5 accessory kit to complete the package.

The NTD 750m carries the latest in technical compliance approvals, aimed at Workshop Utility Applications and forms part of a new range
of improved products introduced by Numatic Specialised.

NTD 750m Technical Specification
Regulatory Compliance
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC
EMC Directive 2014/30/EU
RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU
IEC 60335‐1:2010
IEC 60335‐2‐2:2009
IEC 60335‐2‐69:2002 + A1:2004 + A2:2007
EN 55014‐1:2001 + A1:2001, + A2:2002
EN55014‐2:1997 + A1:2001 (Cat II)
EN 50366:66:2003 + A1:2006

Features Include
10mtr Plugged Cable System
Powerful 2400 Watt Twin Motor Output
Structofoam by‐pass powerhead
Metal Construction
Fully Mobile Chassis
H13 Micro Filter Module
35 litre Waste Capacity
Permatex Filter Set
Accessory Package
Two Year Vacuum Warranty

Selling Points; Large Capacity, Small Footprint, H13 HEPA filtration
With Numatic Specialised you get more than just a vacuum cleaner. Our products are custom manufactured in our own bespoke
workshops giving a unique build quality, while encompassing the traditional standard Numatic design.

Numatic NTD 750c Cyclonic Vacuum
When looking for something a little different, the Numatic NTD 750 Cyclonic Vacuum is
sure to raise the standard with bespoke cleaning applications. Each vacuum is fitted with
twin bypass motors mounted in a Structofoam head assembly providing ample power
for all but the most demanding of tasks.
Fitted with a 51mm cyclonic interceptor, the vacuum can be used with a multitude of kit
options, supplied with a kit BA5 as standard and includes a fully mobile chassis,
giving a higher level of freedom when in use. With a generous 35 litre capacity, the
vacuum is ideal for use in utility operations and especially suited for workshop
applications.
The vacuums can be used with either NVM 5BH dust bags (when using the cyclonic) or
NVM 4BH dust bags if wishing to use the main drum assembly input.

The NTD 750c carries the latest in technical compliance approvals, aimed at Workshop Utility Applications and forms part of a new range
of improved products introduced by Numatic Specialised.
I

NTD 750C Technical Specification
Regulatory Compliance
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC
EMC Directive 2014/30/EU
RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU
IEC 60335‐1:2010
IEC 60335‐2‐2:2009
IEC 60335‐2‐69:2002 + A1:2004 + A2:2007
EN 55014‐1:2001 + A1:2001, + A2:2002
EN55014‐2:1997 + A1:2001 (Cat II)
EN 50366:66:2003 + A1:2006

Features Include
10mtr Plugged Cable System
Powerful 2400 Watt Twin Motor Output
Structofoam by‐pass powerhead
Metal Construction
Fully Mobile Chassis
51mm Cyclonic Adaptor Module
35 litre Waste Capacity
Permatex Filter Set
Accessory Package
Two Year Vacuum Warranty

Selling Points; Large Capacity, Small Footprint, 51mm Cyclonic Entry
With Numatic Specialised you get more than just a vacuum cleaner. Our products are custom manufactured in our own bespoke
workshops giving a unique build quality, while encompassing the traditional standard Numatic design.

